We present the performance of the ATLAS hadronic tau trigger in 8 TeV pp collisions at the LHC. We discuss the optimization of the tau trigger in the lead up to 2012 LHC operation and the experience gained from the 2012 run.
I. INTRODUCTION
T HE identification of hadronic decays of tau leptons plays an important role in Standard Model (SM) measurements as well as in searches for physics Beyond the Standard Model (BSM). Efficient triggering of events containing such decays in proton-proton collisions at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) is therefore essential to the physics program at the ATLAS experiment [1] . Due to their short lifetime, tau leptons decay within the LHC beampipe and are therefore observed via their decay products in the ATLAS detector. Decays to a neutrino and hadrons, usually one or three charged pions accompanied optionally by neutral pions, account for roughly 65 % of all tau decay modes. The production of QCD jets presents an overwhelming and challenging background. The hadronic tau trigger algorithms must be optimized to systematically prefer the selection of tau leptons, which may be distinguished from QCD jets primarily based on low track multiplicities and narrow, collimated and isolated calorimeter clusters. At the luminosities delivered by the LHC, unprescaled single tau lepton triggers are not feasible, and are therefore included in combination triggers motivated by physics analyses. Some exemplary analyses and their associated combination triggers are listed in Table I .
II. ATLAS T RIGGER DESIGN
The ATLAS trigger system [6] is composed of a hardware based level 1 (Ll) and software-based level 2 (L2) and event filter (EF), together referred to as the high level trigger (HLT). T+T H ---+ Th Th
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The Ll trigger is designed to reduce the event rate from 40 MHz to roughly 75 kHz with a 2 J-lS latency, using only information from the calorimeter and muon systems. Regions of Interest (RoIs) are identified at Ll and passed to the L2 trigger, which makes decisions with a latency of 40 ms using information from all of the detector subsystems. The EF trigger implements algorithms similar to those used in offline object reconstruction to finally reduce the event acceptance rate to roughly 400 Hz with an average latency of 4 s.
III. THE ATLAS TAU T RIGGER
At level l, the tau trigger uses clusters of trigger towers with a granularity of 6.7] x 6.¢ = 0.1 x 0.1 in the electromagnetic (EM) and hadronic (HAD) calorimeters. Energies are calcu lated in a core region of 2 x 2 adjacent trigger towers and an isolation region of 4 x 4 towers surrounding the core region as illustrated in Figure l . Ll tau trigger items are characterized by a threshold transverse energy (ET) that must be exceeded by the summed energy in the 2 x 2 core region. In order to cope with large rates, hardware prescales are applied at Ll. In 2012, to further reduce Ll rates, isolation requirements (i.e. energy in isolation region not to exceed threshold value) are imposed.
Trigger towers (,1I/"..,:l q)_ 0.1 xO.l) At level 2, inner detector tracks are reconstructed along with the RoIs from Ll with the full detector granularity. The selection criteria at L2 are optimized for low track multiplicity in the inner detector and narrow, isolated energy deposits in the calorimeter. Figure 2 shows the spectrum of the number of tracks at L2 associated with the tau candidates passing the EF _tau20_mediuml trigger chain in 201l. The trigger naming convention here implies EF tau candidates have satisfied a threshold of ET > 20 GeV, medium selection on shower shape variables, and a strict requirement on number of tracks. The tau candidates are required to match an offline probe tau within 6.R < 0.2, where probe taus are selected with a tag and probe Z ----+ T J1, Th analysis [7] . An example of a 978-1-4673-2030-6/12/$3l.00 ©20 12 IEEEvariable constructed at L2 that is effectively used to select events with tau leptons is the electromagnetic radius, R EM , given by the energy-weighted radius of the tau-jet in the first three layers of the electromagnetic calorimeter in ('fI, ¢) space. The L2 R EM distribution for taus passing the trigger chain EF _tau20_medium 1 and matching an offline tau probe is shown in Figure 3 . L2 electromagnetic radius REM for taus passing the EF _tau20_mediuml trigger chain and matched within /::; R < 0.2 to offline probe taus selected with a tag and probe Z -> T J.t Th analysis [8] . At the event filter, these characteristics are exploited fur ther with even more refined selection algorithms, separately optimized for tau decays to a single (I-prong) and several (multi -prong) charged hadron(s), similar to those imple mented in the offline reconstruction of tau leptons. Figure 4 shows the comparisons of the distributions of the electromag netic radius for EF and offline reconstructed tau candidates with a single associated track in 2011 dijet data as well as exemplary signal simulations. Shifts are observed in these distributions resulting from the less precise energy calibration applied at the event filter relative to offline.
IV. IMPROVEMENTS TO THE TAU TRIGGER IN 2012
In 2011, the advent of high pileup, or overlapping events per bunch crossing, presented background event topologies for which the tau trigger was not optimized to reject. Tau trigger studies exposed degradation in tau trigger chain efficiencies with increasing number of primary vertices. For example, Fig  ure 5 shows the degradation in efficiency of the tau20_medium measured with respect to offline tau candidates collected with a tag and probe Z ---+ T fJ, Th analysis. In response to the imminent challenge provided by the environment of high pileup, the ATLAS tau trigger algorithms have been re-optimized for 2012 data-taking. The most ef fective improvements are achieved by (A) a reduced cone size definition at L2 and EF for shower shape variables and energy calculation, (B) the introduction of a maximum 6.zo separation with respect to the leading track, and (C) conversion to multivariate-based triggers from traditional cut-based triggers.
A. Reduced cone size at L2 and EF In 2012, the calorimeter cone radius is reduced from R = 0.4 to R = 0.2 at L2 and EF for the calculation of energy and shower shape variables in order to reduce the inclusion of deposits that arise from pileup. Figure 6 shows the marginal L2 efficiency as a function of the number of primary vertices for the L2_tau20_medium trigger chains for L2 R EM calculated with the original and reduced cone size definitions.
B. 6.zo separation threshold
A separation of 6.zo < 2mm measured with respect to the leading track of the tau candidate is imposed at L2 and EF in 2012. Figure 7 shows the 6.zo distribution at level 2 in simulated Z ---+ TT events with an average of eight interactions per bunch crossing. The wide gaussian distribution corre sponds to pileup tracks while the central peak corresponds to main interaction tracks. The introduction of a maximum 2lzo separation therefore reduces the trigger dependency on pileup. 
C. Multivariate-based triggers
In 2012, the hadronic tau trigger EF algorithms were converted from traditional cut-based to multivariate-based al gorithms. Two different techniques, similar to those used in the offline tau identification, are used: Boosted Decision Tree (BDT) and Log-likelihood (LLH). In each case the decisions are optimized to yield an efficiency of 85% for I-prong tau candidates and 80% for multi-prong tau candidates. Figure 8 show the performance of the two algorithms for (a) I-prong and (b) multi-prong tau candidates.
V. TAU TRIGGER PERFORMANCE IN 2012
A. Efficiency
The performance of the hadronic tau trigger in 2012 is assessed with a Z ---+ T p, Th tag and probe analysis. As an example, the efficiency of the tau20_medium 1 trigger chain measured with respect to offline tau candidates identified with the BDT (medium) algorithm is plotted with respect to the PT of the offline tau candidate in Figure 9 . 
B. Pileup
With the improvements to the hadronic tau trigger algo rithms for the 2012 data-taking period, the tau trigger exhibited consistent robustness to pileup. Figure 10 shows, for example, the linear increase in the tau trigger rates with the increasing instantaneous luminosity delivered to the ATLAS detector in May and June of 2012. Figure 11 shows the efficiency of the tau20_medium as a function of the number of primary vertices measured with respect to offline tau candidates, which may be compared to the analogous plot shown in Figure 5 corresponding to 2011 data-taking. 
VI. CONCLUSION
The hadronic tau trigger has continued to successfully collect data in order to provide samples rich in hadronically decaying tau leptons for several physics analyses at the ATLAS experiment. The high pileup environment at the LHC in 2011 prompted re-optimization and several improvements to the tau trigger algorithms. These improvements have provided robustness against pileup as well as overall good performance for 2012 data-taking.
